Collaborative Groups
Progression of skills

Name: ……..…………...

Children spend two afternoons each week in Collaborative groups. These groups are mixed age and rotate around a range of learning activities. In the groups the children work with a range of both familiar
key adults and adults they are less familiar with.
Intent:
Confident Individuals


Develop self esteem and confidence



Develop independence



Develop positive mental health and well being



To be able to work with a variety of peers



To build trusting relationships with a variety of adults



To develop skills for life



To be able to accept and manage change

Responsible Citizens


To access the community safely and appropriately



To understand and respect the local environment



To be able to see and manage risk in a variety of situations



To develop pro social skills



Develop emotional regulation

Successful Learners


To have a breadth of experience and opportunities



To develop skills and talents outside of the standard academic curriculum

Being
Spiritual
Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs.
Sense of engagement and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the world around them.
Use of imagination and creativity in their learning.

Willingness to reflect on their learning.
Can say 'No' with meaning

Can say 'Yes' with meaning

Can signal and seek help when
upset, unhappy, angry or afraid

Can share a special time without
distress or dysregulation

Able to feel OK about being
different

Allows her/himself to show pleasure Can allow her/his particular needs
when enjoying something
to be addressed.

Can tell or show you a way s/he is
special

Demonstrates confidence that
people will listen to him / her

Enjoys hearing and saying his /
her name.

Responds well to / enjoys being
noticed and valued

Shows and shares pleasure / joy by
word, gesture, expression

Shows that s/he knows s/he is
important to at least one adult

Talks about him / herself positively;
says 1 or more thing

Can express a core range of
feelings: happy, sad, scared, angry

Can recognise and signal / name
different sensations in the body

Can soothe, calm and emotionally
regulate him / herself when upset,
angry and / or scared

Knows and can signal when afraid

Knows and can signal when hot,
cold, hungry, thirsty, uncomfortable, wet, tired etc.

Recognises and signals when his /
her body is uncomfortable or
hurting

Being
Moral
Ability to recognise the difference between right and wrong.
Understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions.
Interest in investigating and offered reasoned views about moral and ethical values.

Be appropriately trusting of others

Is able to go to a safe place or
person when needs to

Is aware and knows when people or Is aware of and can signal when
activities feel safe.
she/he is not safe

Is confident and engaged with a
trusted adult

Is confident and can join in when
she/he is with another / others she/
he trusts

Being
Social
Use a range of social skills in different contexts.
Willingness TO participate in a variety of communities and social settings.
Acceptance and engagement with fundamental British Values.

Be able to share resources

Be willing to work with a partner

Can initiate contact

Can meet a visitor or guest without
getting upset or embarrassed

Enjoys friendships with peers

Is confident and comfortable
making eye contact with an adult

Can be relaxed and at ease with
another

Can have fun and share enjoyment
with others

Takes part with ease in events when Can wait a little while to get
she/he is singled out briefly for
attention
praise or attention.

Is willing to be helped

Is empathic and relates well and
appropriately to others

Responds appropriately to visual
Responds positively to others who
cues from others’ facial expressions, are caring and is caring of self
gestures, body-posture

Being
Cultural
Understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences that have shaped their heritage and those of others
Understand and appreciate the range of different cultures within school and further afield as an essential element of their preparation for life in modern Britain.
Know about Britain’s democratic parliamentary systems and its central role in shaping our history and values and in continuing to develop Britain.

Participate in and respond positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural opportunities.
Explore and show respect for different faiths, religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups, national and global communities.
Copes well with small changes e.g.
in routine, in staff, in venue when
appropriately prepared

Can show that she/he feels she/he
belongs here

Doing
Spiritual
Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs.
Sense of engagement and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the world around them.
Use of imagination and creativity in their learning.

Willingness to reflect on their learning.
Can make a mistake without
distress or dysregulation

Will explore and try things out,
either on own or alongside others

Can laugh and have fun, show
enjoyment

Can use a transitional object to help Can ask for help to manage feelings
manage feelings
when choosing

Can express feelings in different
ways

Can make simple choices and cope
with their feelings about them

Can manage simple choices

Knows and can communicate likes
and dislikes

Is willing to get things wrong

Can enjoy having time on his/her
own

Has a good sense of their body
limits, body shape and size

Recognises and knows how to talk
about different feelings

Recognises and knows how to talk
about different feelings

Can express feelings in different
ways

Uses her / his senses to explore and Can be still and enjoy stillness
find out

Talks about what he/she can do
well.

Can make a mistake without distress Can manage not getting chosen
or dysregulation

Can make simple choices and cope
with their feelings about them

Can use and physically manipulate
Can work out how to do physical
objects of different sizes and shapes tasks

Doing
Moral
Ability to recognise the difference between right and wrong.
Understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions.
Interest in investigating and offered reasoned views about moral and ethical values.

Can recognise when she/he is
hurting or has hurt someone else

Can manage simple choices

Doing
Social
Use a range of social skills in different contexts.
Willingness TO participate in a variety of communities and social settings.
Acceptance and engagement with fundamental British Values.

Can find out for him/herself

Can manage not getting chosen

Can choose who to be with.

Can check in with a trusted adult
whilst doing.

Can be preoccupied and caught
imaginatively by an activity

Can initiate, seek out, offer ideas or
suggestions

Learns through and from doing and
trying out

Initiates trying out or finding out or
exploring

Is willing to get messy / make a
mess

Responds well to and engages in
open-ended practical tasks

Responds well to and engages in
structured practical tasks

Can concentrate on task they are
interested in

Can persevere to extend or develop Can share resources
a skill

Enjoys physical challenge

Is aware of others when active

Is energetic, active and physically
content

Is willing to be invited into engaging Is willing to have a go and have new
with an enjoying an activity
physical or social experiences

Knows and can communicate likes
and dislikes

Can ask for help when disappointed
or frustrated

Is willing to try out and get engaged Starts activities with interest
in play/exploring

Can take his/her turn and manage
waiting

Doing
Cultural
Understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences that have shaped their heritage and those of others
Understand and appreciate the range of different cultures within school and further afield as an essential element of their preparation for life in modern Britain.
Know about Britain’s democratic parliamentary systems and its central role in shaping our history and values and in continuing to develop Britain.

Participate in and respond positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural opportunities.
Explore and show respect for different faiths, religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups, national and global communities.
Demonstrates curiosity and interest Manages new places and
in new experiences
experiences well

Thinking
Spiritual
Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs.
Sense of engagement and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the world around them.
Use of imagination and creativity in their learning.

Willingness to reflect on their learning.
Can recognise and name body
sensations linked to emotions

Can show or tell about a special
interest

Can regulate and express
excitement

Can show preferences and indicate
particular interests

Is able to think about and express a
range of feelings, including core
ones: happy, sad, scared, angry

Can manage waiting without
distress or causing distress

Can indicate when he/she does not Can talk about fears or worries
know or when he/she has a problem

Can try things out and see what
happens

Can ask for help to deal with a
problem e.g. voice fears and worries

Can manage feelings of
disappointment and/or frustration
without dysregulation

Can practice ‘feel-stop-thinkchoose’

Can work out practical tasks on his/
her own

Knows and says when he/she does
not have what is needed

Can tolerate not knowing while
finding out

Can stick with difficulties to work
out a solution

Can say when cannot do ‘X’, begins
to know own limitations

Thinking
Moral
Ability to recognise the difference between right and wrong.
Understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions.
Interest in investigating and offered reasoned views about moral and ethical values.

Can contribute to and follow
through a simple contract or
agreement

Can think before agreeing; can
choose to say 'Yes' or 'No'

Can think before refusing

Can think while feeling and before
acting or behaving

Can use Feel-Stop-Think-Choose
before acting

Can seek help before hurting self or
others

Can make links between cause and
effect, actions and consequences
and personal responsibility

Knows when something is hurtful:
Can work out ways of calming him/
can stop doing it or ask for it to stop herself down when distressed or
angry

Will try out different ways of doing
things to problem solve

Can think while having strong
feelings

Thinking
Social
Use a range of social skills in different contexts.
Willingness TO participate in a variety of communities and social settings.
Acceptance and engagement with fundamental British Values.

Can offer an idea or suggestion

Can sometimes lead and sometimes Can tolerate not getting own way
follow: does not always need to be
first or in charge

Is willing to work with and share
with others

Shows curiosity and asks questions

Can recognise emotional cues in
others’ faces and behaviour

Can talk about the consequences of Can ask for information
their own or others’ actions

Can be creative in resolving
difficulties

Can work with others to solve
problems or complete tasks

Can recognise feelings in others

Notices the impact his/her
behaviour is having on others

Thinking
Cultural
Understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences that have shaped their heritage and those of others
Understand and appreciate the range of different cultures within school and further afield as an essential element of their preparation for life in modern Britain.
Know about Britain’s democratic parliamentary systems and its central role in shaping our history and values and in continuing to develop Britain.

Participate in and respond positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural opportunities.
Explore and show respect for different faiths, religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups, national and global communities.
Can hear ‘no’, respect boundaries,
follow simple essential rules

Can recognise and sequence the
steps in process

Can work within a time frame

Knows what to do and how to be in
different circumstances

Power and Identity
Spiritual
Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs.
Sense of engagement and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the world around them.
Use of imagination and creativity in their learning.

Willingness to reflect on their learning.
Can assert own identity when
engaging in activities with other
children in a mixed gender group

Can express difficulties,
acknowledge uncomfortable and
vulnerable feelings

Is developing own interests and
hobbies

Knows and expresses preferences,
likes and dislikes

Accepts limitations of his/her skills/
influence; is realistic

Can defer gratification

Can engage creatively and
imaginatively

Can manage stressful situations
without escaping into day-dreams

Can regulate their emotions

Can report sense impressions and
relate them to emotions

Can take responsibility rather than
blame or accuse others

Can talk about hopes and dreams as Demonstrates knowing the
well as difficulties or worries
difference between fantasy and
reality

Can work towards an ambition or
aim

Knows and can use some
techniques to stop obsessive
thinking

Works things out with help, rather
than expecting magical solutions

Can ask for help to deal with shame
or embarrassment

Can recognise and ask for what she/
he needs

Can reflect on own behaviour and
identify different ways of doing
things

Power and Identity
Moral
Ability to recognise the difference between right and wrong.
Understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions.
Interest in investigating and offered reasoned views about moral and ethical values.

Can recognise when s/he is using
power inappropriately (to hurt or
dominate or manipulate)

Has a range of acceptable ways to
get attention and to get needs met

Can be realistic about his/her power Can recognise and discuss cause
in real-life situations
and effect in different situations

Can say sorry and mean it

Is assertive rather than threatening
or bullying, timid or passive

Notices the impact of her/his
behaviour on others; chooses actions and accepts consequences

Respects own and others’ personal
space; understands the difference
between ‘mine’, ‘yours’ and ‘ours’,
and personal/private and public

Can say ‘I’ not ‘we’ or ‘everyone’;
can take responsibility for
verbalising ideas or wants

Power and Identity
Social
Use a range of social skills in different contexts.
Willingness TO participate in a variety of communities and social settings.
Acceptance and engagement with fundamental British Values.

Can be her/himself and say what
she/he needs when with her/his
friends

Can work with peers of the same
gender

Manages being different from
others well

Can contribute to working in a team Can pay attention to the set task

Knows what is socially acceptable in
different contexts and can manage
self

Can offer ideas and opinions with an Can recognise and can accept othadult and/or in a pair
ers’ recognition of his/her skills,
talents, achievements

Can accept help to manage friendship disagreements

Has one or more friends

Can act as a mediator to resolve
conflicts

Power and Identity
Cultural
Understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences that have shaped their heritage and those of others
Understand and appreciate the range of different cultures within school and further afield as an essential element of their preparation for life in modern Britain.
Know about Britain’s democratic parliamentary systems and its central role in shaping our history and values and in continuing to develop Britain.

Participate in and respond positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural opportunities.
Explore and show respect for different faiths, religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups, national and global communities.
Cultural experiences are woven into the project curriculum themes as follows:
Myself and others

Our global community

The local community

Our world and beyond

Our identity and
heritage

Can co-operate with others from
different backgrounds

Has a range of ways to resolve
conflict and manage disagreement

Shows an appreciation of and
acceptance of others’ differences

Can check out reality by asking
questions and listening and getting
the facts

Can tell the truth about the facts

Expresses and manages a wide
variety of emotions with sensitivity
to others

Skills and Structure
Spiritual
Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs.
Sense of engagement and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the world around them.
Use of imagination and creativity in their learning.

Willingness to reflect on their learning.
Manages new learning with less and Offers ideas or opinions in a new or
less reassurance over time
unfamiliar group or setting

Presents work with more thought
about the audience

Makes changes to plans when
necessary

Takes time and accepts practice as
necessary to develop a skill

Accepts acknowledgement of
success and achievement

Can demonstrate and share a
preferred way of doing things

Can demonstrate confidence in
choices and follow them through

Can explore many different options

Is willing to be taught to do some of
the things not yet learned

Can negotiate changes to rules and
expectations assertively

Can evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages in a given situation

Skills and Structure
Moral
Ability to recognise the difference between right and wrong.
Understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions.
Interest in investigating and offered reasoned views about moral and ethical values.

Can do things now rather than
procrastinate

Can focus on development of
current skill (rather than imagining
future result)

Can focus on the present task or
situation (rather than reviewing or
anticipating)

Carries out responsibilities
satisfactorily

Can be clear about what is right and
wrong according to own values

Can debate right and wrong

Can hold a minority opinion and
argue for it

Is able to hold a different opinion
without falling out with others

Is interested in and willing to
engage with others’ values and
ideas

Is willing to talk about own values
and moral code

Participates well in groups without
dominating or being dominated

Can assert own views as well as
listen to others’ views

Can assert own views without
putting down or negating others

Skills and Structure
Social
Use a range of social skills in different contexts.
Willingness TO participate in a variety of communities and social settings.
Acceptance and engagement with fundamental British Values.

Can work collaboratively with a
mentor/expert to develop skills

Can work well with others of
different experience, background,
age, ability, class, etc.

Shows an appreciation of others’
different opinions and ideas

Works co-operatively in an
unknown or unfamiliar group

Can apply different social rules in
different contexts

Can apply rules in different settings
e.g. games, sport, competitions

Can negotiate and abide by a
consensus decision

Can work to another’s priorities
when required

Can work to others’ priorities as well Is interested and accepting of
as setting his/her own priorities
others’ different ways of doing
things

Skills and Structure
Cultural
Understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences that have shaped their heritage and those of others
Understand and appreciate the range of different cultures within school and further afield as an essential element of their preparation for life in modern Britain.
Know about Britain’s democratic parliamentary systems and its central role in shaping our history and values and in continuing to develop Britain.

Participate in and respond positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural opportunities.
Explore and show respect for different faiths, religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups, national and global communities.
Cultural experiences are woven into the project curriculum themes as follows:
Myself and others

Our global community

The local community

Our world and beyond

Our identity and
heritage

Can observe, find out, research
what is necessary in different jobs
or roles

Has contact with and is developing a Can use information to inform riskrange of relationships with
taking and choices
members of wider community

Is able to relate actions to ideas,
values and principles (his/her own
and others

Is up for learning new skills in areas
that interest her/him

Can demonstrate a critical ability in
relation to the media

Can demonstrate respect for others’ Can describe the rules and values
viewpoints
that underpin a group/society/
cultural perspective

Can contribute to simple democratic Can compare and contrast different
processes
viewpoints

